
Tutor copy  -Engagement Measure (with scores) 

Workshop 1 Task:  
• Consider these thumbnail sketches –  

• Where would you place these children on the scale? 

• What else might you want to find out about? 

• They are all two years old 

Use the descriptors, together with example age-related ‘pen portraits’ to find the ‘best match. i.e. which one makes you say “this child is most like that”. 

Use 0.5 if a child is slightly better or worse than a descriptor. 

Early years How the child is involved in what is going on in sessions? Are they engaged in learning? 

Engagement:  

- Joining in 

- Taking an active part 

- Contributing to/ responding to what is going on, or what’s on offer 

- Meaningful participation that shows they know what the activity is about, what it’s for. 

NB. engagement is not just about physically being involved; it is also about knowing how the learning is important to you – what it’s for. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

No engagement. 

Isolated, not joining in 

at all. 

Distanced from the 

activity. 

Very limited 

engagement. 

Joins in at a basic level 

but only when 

prompted. 

Sometimes engaged. 

Gets involved at certain 

times, with certain 

preferred activities, but 

it doesn’t last long. 

Engaged. 

For stretches of the 

session is involved in 

learning. 

Shows that they usually 

know what the activity 

is about.  

Good engagement. 

Very occasional lapses, 

most of the time 

actively involved.  

Always knows what an 

activity is and can 

sometimes tell or show 

you something about it. 

High engagement. 

Independent learner – 

knows what they’re 

doing, what they’re 

going to do next, and 

what’s expected. Really 

gets involved. Helps 

others to learn. 
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Adam loves playing with his trains. When the 

practitioner brings him over to circle time, Adam 

moves away quickly and goes back to playing with his 

trains. During free play, it’s impossible to get him to 

engage with new activities or join in with adult led 

activities.  

 

(0) 

Charlie struggles to understand instructions 

containing 2 key words and she mostly using 

single words and/or Makaton signs to get her 

needs met. Charlie goes straight to the nursery 

visual schedule when she comes in and points to 

each activity. She makes sure her mum knows 

what is happening using Makaton. At snack time, 

Charlie makes sure her friend Sophie washes her 

hands and sits next to her. If there’s a change to 

the routine, Charlie listens and quickly changes to 

fit in. (5) 

During a painting activity in nursery, Emily looks 

up when a practitioner comes over to her. Emily 

says “paint” when she’s asked what she’s doing. 

After 3 minutes, Emily leaves the table and starts 

playing in the home area. Emily usually stays at 

activities that are motivating for longer amounts 

of time. (3) 

 

Shaun struggles to understand 1 word level 

instructions. Practitioners have made sure that they 

are all using some key Makaton signs and objects of 

reference. They are also using strategies such as his 

name as a prompt. Shaun enjoys all the activities that 

are available and is able to tell practitioners what’s 

happening next when he sees an object of reference. 

He watches the practitioner when they are giving an 

instruction e.g. ‘now it’s snack’ and carefully watches 

other children go in to the bathroom to wash their 

hands for snack, following what they are doing.  (4) 

Adrian is able to use approx. 10 single words and 

will follow situational instructions such as ‘tidy up 

time’. Adrian will join in with personally 

motivating activities during circle time for a 

couple of minutes before moving away. For 

example, during a bubble activity, Adrian will 

come back to the circle activity and join in 

popping the bubbles for a couple of minutes and 

then moves away.   He doesn’t join in activities he 

isn’t interested in. (2) 

 

Helen loves nursery sessions and always runs into 

the room. During free play, Helen moves quickly 

around the room. She makes lots of vocalisations 

to herself and adults and it can be difficult to 

understand what she is saying. Helen will use 

some gestures such as pointing, waving bye and 

‘gone’ to support her language skills. Helen rarely 

joins in with an adult led activity but is beginning 

to come and sit with an adult for short periods of 

time.  (1) 

 


